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Abstract
An analysis of target detection as a function of target eccentricity was made on eye movement data collected from three monkey
subjects during active visual search. Target detection probability was invariant across array set size and eccentricity conditions
when the cortical density of rele6ant stimuli surrounding the target was held constant. When target color was used to guide search,
the effective cortical density was the density of stimuli that shared the target’s color. Thus the passive constraint of cortical
magnification in combination with an active selection for a stimulus attribute, in this case color, sets the spatial framework for
detection of the target. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
What are the constraints that limit what we perceive
in each glance as we look about a scene? Our ability to
detect familiar objects within the scene varies in propor-
tion to the complexity of the scene. Within a single
glimpse, objects that are categorically unique among
other objects ‘pop-out’. On the other hand, when the
target object is similar to other objects in the scene,
discovery proceeds with a speed proportional to the
number of objects. Active visual search, search that
employs eye movements, is however faster than simple
item by item checking (Motter & Belky, 1998a). The
implication is that more than one object can be exam-
ined at a time, or that the set of stimuli to be examined
can be reduced by various grouping and feature selec-
tion methods (Williams, 1966; Egeth, Virzi & Garbart,
1984; Treisman & Sato, 1990; Wolfe, 1994) or both.
We have shown that during active search the proba-
bility that a target is detected during any single fixation
is a function of the number of objects in the array and
the distance of the target from that point of fixation
(Motter & Belky, 1998a). The resulting sensitivity
curves, one for each array set size, depict the probabil-
ity of target detection as a function of eccentricity. We
found that this set of curves collapsed to a single curve
when eccentricity was scaled by a density metric, sug-
gesting that the array density controlled target detec-
tion. We have further shown that the sensitivity curves
can fully account for the speed of target discovery using
a simple random walk model (Motter & Holsapple,
1999).
That stimulus density plays a significant role in target
detection should be expected from the lateral masking
studies that have shown that identification of peripheral
targets is markedly impaired by the presence of flanking
distractors (Bouma, 1970; Wolford & Chambers, 1983,
1984; Toet & Levi, 1992). These crowding effects and
our observation of the invariance of detection probabil-
ity when scaled for density suggest that detection is a
function of the local stimulus environment surrounding
the target. Crowding effects have also been shown to be
sensitive to size and color differences between targets
and distractors (Eriksen & Schultz, 1979; Harms &
Bundesen, 1983). In this report we examine the rela-
tionship between performance, local stimulus density
and eccentricity, and the ability of the observer to use
an attentive selection based on color to restrict search
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to a subset of items present in the scene. Using monkey
subjects, studies were undertaken to assess whether the
detection sensitivity curves are (1) limited by object
density as defined by the set of all objects in the display
or by a subset of ‘relevant’ objects, and (2) affected by
local variations in object density surrounding the
target.
2. Methods
Methods similar to those used in previous studies
(Motter & Belky, 1998a) of active visual search were
used. Three rhesus monkeys were trained to perform
several classic T’s and L’s search tasks. The T’s and L’s
were formed by combining two 1.250.25° bars. Indi-
vidual stimuli were randomly rotated in steps of 60°.
Fig. 1 illustrates the two tasks used. For the ‘mono-
color’ experiments only red stimuli were used. In the
‘dualcolor’ experiments, stimuli were either red or green
with the distractors always sharing one feature (color or
shape) with the target. The ratio of colors in the
dualcolor experiments varied as discussed below. Stim-
uli were presented on a Mitsubishi display monitor
using a 800600 pixel resolution display mode of a
Number Nine SGT board driven by custom software.
A display area of 3425.5° was viewed at a distance of
57 cm. The target was randomly selected for each trial
and presented for 1–1.5 s in a cueing format in the
center of the display at the beginning of each trial
immediately before the array was presented (Motter &
Belky, 1998a). The task was to find and fixate the target
for 600 ms. Fixation was considered to be on a stimulus
if it was within 1° of the stimulus’s center. The target
was always present and search always started from an
eye position at the center of the display. Eye position
was measured using an implanted scleral search coil
system. An eye position calibration was obtained at the
beginning of each session. The experimental protocol
and all procedures were approved by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committees.
2.1. Distribution of stimuli in the displays
Stimuli were assigned to random locations within the
display area, but constrained to a minimal center to
center spacing of 1° for all stimuli. This procedure
produced arrays that clearly varied in density at the
local level, but permitted only minimal stimulus
overlap.
2.2. Measurement of stimulus density
We use and discuss several measures of stimulus
density. The overall density of the stimuli in the display
area can be described simply as the number of stimuli
in the display divided by the area of the display. A
rough estimate of the distance between stimuli can be
made by taking the square root of the display area
divided by the number of items, although this estimate
ignores the display contour. Previously we have directly
measured the average nearest neighbor distance
(ANND) and used this value as a metric of item
separation and stimulus density (Motter & Belky,
1998a). In rectangular displays this measure is less than,
but proportionate to, the rougher estimate above. For
the current experiments we wanted to achieve a mea-
sure of density in a local area of the display surround-
ing a point. A local density around a stimulus can be
characterized by the number of stimuli within a radius
r divided by the area contained within that radius.
Because lateral interference effects between an eccentric
target and its flankers appear to require at least two
flankers (our unpublished observations and Toet &
Levi, 1992), we determined a local density measure
based on the three nearest stimuli. Local density was
defined by an algorithm that weights the proximity of
each flanking stimulus to the central stimulus, Dw
S(i1):(pr i2), i1, 3. For monocolor experiments all
stimuli were relevant, whereas for dualcolor experi-
ments the relevant stimuli were those that shared the
target’s color. For some analyses the data were divided
into quartile groups based on the local stimulus density
around the target.
2.3. Calculation of sensiti6ity cur6es
For each fixation the distance to the target was
determined, target capture by the ensuing saccade was
noted, and thus the probability of target detection was
constructed. This method is dependent on the genera-
Fig. 1. Search arrays used in the two experiments. Left side shows a
portion of a monocolor T’s and L’s search array containing a T
target. For the monocolor experiments the array set size varied from
6 to 96 items. Right side shows a portion of a dualcolor T’s and L’s
search array. For the dualcolor experiments the array size was fixed
and the ratio of items matching the target in color was varied. Red
and green T’s and L’s were used instead of the solid and outline ones
depicted here.
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Fig. 2. Saccades place fixations on or near stimuli having the same color as the target. (Left) Solid lines, no symbols — distance in degrees between
the fixation point and the nearest stimulus irrespective of color:shape for two of the relevant set sizes used in the dual color experiments. Arrays
had either 6 or 12 out of 48 stimuli that shared the target’s color. Filled circles — distance between fixation and nearest stimulus of target’s color
(but wrong shape). Open triangles — distance between fixation and nearest stimulus of target’s shape (but wrong color). Clearly most fixations
are on:near stimuli of same color as target. (Right) When the area covered by a stimulus is considered it is clear that fixations peak at the center
of stimuli sharing the target’s color.
tion of accurate saccades from stimulus to stimulus.
This condition was met in this study as shown in Fig. 2.
Instances of saccades away from a nearby target and
then a quick return were noted, but these instances
accounted for a small percent (est. B1%) of fixations
and did not affect the individual sensitivity curves.
Data are based only on mid-trial fixations and specifi-
cally exclude the initial fixation at screen center (and its
accompanying first saccade) and the final fixation on
the target.
3. Results
The data from two search experiments are divided
into four sections for presentation and analysis. The
first section examines performance in terms of a search
task using monocolor T’s and L’s search and estab-
lishes the relationship linking array set size and stimu-
lus density in active visual search. The second section
examines performance on a T’s and L’s search task that
uses two colors in varying ratios and demonstrates that
attentive selection for the target color effectively redefi-
nes the stimulus density. The third section examines the
relationship between detection performance and array
density when the definition of array density incorpo-
rates the cortical magnification factor. The final section
examines array density and performance using a local
measure of density surrounding the target adjusted for
the cortical magnification at the target eccentricity.
3.1. Experiment 1. Monocolor T’s and L’s search
For this experiment three monkey subjects performed
a T’s and L’s search through monocolor arrays of 6, 12,
24, 48, and 96 stimuli. On each trial the target was
chosen randomly from 12 possibilities (six possible
orientations of a T or an L). Distractors were drawn
from the six orientations of the opposite shape (see Fig.
1 — left). Approximately 5000 trials were collected
from each monkey subject as they looked sequentially
through the display for the target, yielding about
20 000 mid-trial fixations per monkey for analysis. The
sensitivity curves depicting probability of target discov-
ery as a function of target eccentricity on each fixation
were determined separately for each array set size and
are shown in Figs. 3A and 4A. Each curve is a
monotonically decreasing function of target eccentric-
ity. The family of curves is clearly ordered by array set.
Fig. 3. Detection sensitivity curves. (A) Probability of target detection
plotted as a function of target eccentricity from current fixation point
as measured during active search through arrays containing 6, 12, 24,
48, or 96 stimuli. The sensitivity curves for different array set sizes
form an ordered set of monotonically decreasing probability. (B) The
sensitivity curves collapse when the distance to the target is expressed
in average nearest neighbor units — a measure that normalizes for
stimulus density. Data are for monocolor T’s and L’s search by
monkey subject C.
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Fig. 4. Detection probability is set by the array size of relevant
stimuli. (A and B) Sensitivity curves for monocolor T’s and L’s search
as in Fig. 3 but here for monkey subject L. (C). Sensitivity curves for
dualcolor experiment. Array set size was always 96 items but stimuli
matching the target’s color varied, being either 12, 24 or 48 of the 96
items. Sensitivity curves plotted for trials grouped by the color ratio
depict the same sensitivity as for equivalent sized monocolor arrays as
seen in A. (D) Dualcolor sensitivity curves collapse when eccentricity
is normalized for density of the target color matching items. This
indicates that the color irrelevant stimuli can be effectively ignored by
selectively attending to target color.
effective ‘tunnel vision’ during search, restricting detec-
tion to a small area surrounding fixation. For more
efficient search, objects in the scene must either be
grouped and treated as one, or some objects must be
effectively ignored.
Monkeys adopt a color-guided search that selectively
lands fixations near stimuli that match the target’s
color, ignoring stimuli that do not match the target’s
color (Fig. 2). This is true for saccades to stimuli at all
eccentricities. Even outside the region defined by a high
probability of target discovery, the saccade selection
mechanism has accurate color and location informa-
tion, but not shape information (Motter & Belky,
1998b). If stimuli that do not match the target’s color
can be effectively discounted for the purpose of guiding
saccades, then perhaps color selection is also used to
redefine the stimulus density. To test this hypothesis we
used arrays of stimuli with a fixed set size and varied
the ratio of color items within the arrays to produce
conditions of a constant stimulus density with respect
to all stimuli but varying stimulus density with respect
to stimuli of a particular color.
For this experiment the monkey subjects performed a
T’s and L’s search through dualcolor arrays of either 48
(monkey C) or 96 (monkey L) stimuli. Stimuli were
randomly placed thus producing clusters and variable
density groupings. For each trial the target was chosen
randomly from 24 possibilities (two colors by six possi-
ble orientations of two shapes, T’s or L’s). Distractors
shared either a shape or color feature with the target
and had any of the six orientations (see Fig. 1 — right).
The ratio of target color to non-target color stimuli was
manipulated to produce arrays in which 12.5, 25, or
50% of the stimuli shared the target’s color. About 7200
trials, yielding about 45 000 mid-trial fixations, were
collected from each subject.
If the density of all stimuli in the array determine the
detection thresholds then any subset of data should
generate the same sensitivity curves. We determined the
sensitivity curves for groups of trials based on the
‘effective’ set size as defined by the set of stimuli
sharing the target’s color. Fig. 4C shows this analysis
for monkey L’s data. Three separate sensitivity curves
representing 12 (12.5%), 24 (25%), and 48 (50%) of the
array’s 96 stimuli are ordered by effective array size.
The three curves closely match the 12, 24, and 48 array
set size curves from the monocolor data shown in Fig.
4A. The match between the monocolor experiments
and the equivalent density subsets of the dualcolor
experiments presents clear evidence that attentive selec-
tion can produce a subdivision of the array by dis-
counting irrelevant stimuli.
The effectiveness of the color segregation can be
further demonstrated by showing that the sensitivity
curves will collapse when corrected for the density of
The small array set sizes (the least dense arrays) have
the highest probability of target detection at any given
eccentricity. If array density in fact underlies the sepa-
ration of the array set size curves, then normalizing the
data for array density should eliminate differences in
the curve profiles. The average nearest neighbor dis-
tance (ANND) was measured for each array set size
across all trials. The distances were then scaled into
units of the ANND by dividing the distance to the
target in degrees by the ANND value for each array set
size. Figs. 3B and 4B replot the data in these units. The
normalization in terms of array density results in a
collapse of the sensitivity curves. Note the collapse is
not simply a gain compression, the collapsed curves
actually cross and interdigitate. The collapse of the
curves is a strong indication that target detection is
dependent upon object density.
3.2. Experiment 2. Dualcolor T’s and L’s search
How do we find targets as quickly as we do in the
complex dense arrays of stimuli that are typical of
natural scenes? It would seem that the high densities
typically found in normal scenes should result in an
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just the color relevant stimuli. The ANND values for
each color subgroup were obtained. When rescaled the
curves collapsed, see Fig. 4D, indicating that the dis-
play density relevant to the task was the density of
stimuli sharing the target’s color. Stimuli having the
opposite color were effectively ignored. Thus an atten-
tive selection for a stimulus feature can effectively
redefine array density, at least as in this case for the
surface feature of color.
3.3. The relationship between detection sensiti6ity, the
array set size and eccentricity
3.3.1. What does the collapse of the sensiti6ity cur6es
imply?
It has long been recognized that identification of
objects falls off as a function of eccentricity. For iso-
lated objects the decline in performance is acuity related
and can be compensated by an enlargement of periph-
eral stimuli as a function of eccentricity using the
cortical magnification factor (Virsu & Rovamo, 1979).
Performance differences at a given eccentricity, when all
stimuli are the same size, cannot be due to a size based
eccentricity effect. However, the cortical magnification
factor in fact describes the mapping relationship be-
tween an areal extent of visual space and the corre-
sponding areal extent of cortical tissue in area V1.
Therefore eccentricity dependent density effects, such as
crowding or lateral interference, might reasonably ac-
count for the detection performance we observe. It is
important to recognize that the collapse along the
entire curve implies that detection is dependent on the
density of items as a function of eccentricity. This
observation suggests that the decline in sensitivity with
eccentricity is rooted in the density of items represented
within a unit area of cortex. To look at the data from
this viewpoint we recalculated the detection probability
curves from the monocolor Experiment 1 data as a
function of the density of items per square millimeter of
cortex. The conversion from eccentricity in degrees to
items:mm2 was accomplished for each array set size by
using the overall density in items:deg2, array set size
divided by display area, and the square of the inverse
cortical magnification factor in deg2:mm2 expressed as a
function of eccentricity. We used the macaque cortical
magnification factor as measured by Dow, Snyder,
Vautin and Bauer (1981).
Fig. 5. Sensitivity curves. (Upper) Detection probability as a function of density in terms of items per unit area of cortex for each array set size,
plotted for the monocolor T’s and L’s task data. Overlapping of the curves for different array set sizes indicates that both array set size and
eccentricity effects are a function of the density of stimuli. (Lower) Detection probability as a function of separation of stimulus representations
in cortical area V1 for same monocolor data and subjects as in upper section of figure. (F) In addition to monocolor data, sensitivity curves for
dualcolor data (subject L) are plotted as open circles using only stimuli that share the target’s color in the determination of density. A and D,
B and E, and C and F are for monkey subjects C, M and L, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Sensitivity as function of local spatial density of stimuli. Dualcolor task data were divided into four groups according to the stimulus
density surrounding the target as measured in stimuli per square degree of visual angle. (A) When local density was based only on stimuli that
matched the target in color, then a clear dependence between local density and target detection was observed, with the least dense group having
the highest probability of target discovery. Increasing local density from least to most reduced the probability of target discovery and decreased
the eccentricity at which targets could be detected. (B) When local density was determined based on all stimuli, irrespective of color, then no clear
dependence on local density was observed. Data are for subject C.
Curves representing the probability of detection as a
function of the number of items per square millimeter
of cortex are shown in Fig. 5A–C. Note that detection
performance is independent of eccentricity. To express
density as a linear measure on the surface of the brain,
we calculated the radius of a unit density (D) circle
from the relation D1:pr2, and then replotted the
probability of detection as a function of the millimeter
separation between the representation of items on the
brain surface, as shown in Fig. 5D–F. The results are
remarkably similar for the three monkey subjects.
The results of the dualcolor experiments above indi-
cate that selective attention to the target color effec-
tively redefines array density in terms of the relevant
stimuli. In Fig. 5F the data for the dualcolor experi-
ments, open circles, is overlaid on the data for the
monocolor experiments by calculating cortical density
using the relevant array set size. The results depicted in
Fig. 5 show that for active visual search both the array
set size and the eccentricity effects are fully explained
by a processing limitation set by the representation of
relevant items in visual cortex. The close, essentially
overlapping agreement between the two data sets em-
phasizes the effectiveness of selective attention in elimi-
nating interactions with irrelevant stimuli.
3.4. Detection sensiti6ity is set by the local stimulus
density surrounding the target
From the above analysis it seems clear that the
limiting constraint on performance is the density of
items represented in a unit area of visual cortex. We
would not expect an eccentricity effect to be generated
by local density differences at the point of fixation.
Therefore we propose that the density consideration
that is important is the density of relevant items sur-
rounding the target.
3.4.1. Are sensiti6ity cur6es differentiated on the basis
of the local density of all stimuli or just the color
rele6ant stimuli?
The relationship between the local density surround-
ing the target and detection performance can be deter-
mined by analyzing the data of Experiment 2 with
respect to the local densities of either all stimuli or only
the color relevant stimuli. Data were pooled across
color ratio conditions. The local density around the
target was measured with regard to the three nearest
stimuli (see Section 2). This local density analysis was
done twice, once for the nearest three stimuli surround-
ing the target and a second time for the nearest three
stimuli sharing the target’s color. The set of local
densities at the target location was divided into quartile
groups. Sensitivity curves were then recomputed based
on the quartile groupings of the target density. Fig. 6
shows four sensitivity curves associated with each den-
sity grouping. Fig. 6A is based on stimuli that shared
the target’s color. Fig. 6B is based on groupings that
include all stimuli. If the local density around the target
is correlated with target detection, then the sensitivity
curves grouped by density should differentiate. The
sensitivity curves in Fig. 6 are clearly differentiated only
when the density is defined by the set of stimuli having
the same color as the target. It is the density of the
stimuli that share the target’s color that determine the
detection sensitivity.
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We think the modest separations in the curves at
small eccentricities in Fig. 6B occur for the following
reason. When the target occurs in positions near the
fixation point, the probability that the local sampling
contains stimuli that match the target in color increases
(because the monkeys fixate stimuli that match the
target’s color, see Fig. 2). Therefore as the distance
between fixation and target decreases, the local density
measure around the target becomes biased toward a
representation of color-based density.
3.4.2. For any gi6en local cortical density around the
target, the probability of target detection should be the
same at any eccentricity
This hypothesis restates the results shown in Fig. 5,
but in terms of the local density around the target. To
examine this hypothesis data from both search experi-
ments were reanalyzed. For each fixation the local
density of relevant stimuli surrounding the target (all
stimuli in the monocolor search; the color matching
stimuli in the dualcolor experiments) was measured and
scaled by evaluating the cortical magnification factor
for the target eccentricity with respect to the fixation
location. The quartile groupings of local densities were
then used to sort the data. These density groups repre-
sented a restricted range of local target densities defined
in items:mm2 of cortical representation. If the probabil-
ity of target detection is dependent upon the density of
stimulus image representations in the local region of
cortex where the target is represented, then detection
probability should be independent of target eccentricity
for any particular density in items:mm2 of cortex. That
is, the sensitivity curves plotting detection as a function
of target eccentricity should be flat.
Sensitivity curves based on local, target density
groupings are shown in Fig. 7 for three monkey sub-
jects. Fig. 7A and B show the results for monocolor T’s
and L’s search for two subjects, while Fig. 7C shows
the results for a dualcolor search by the third subject.
The average density for each quartile group was con-
verted to an average separation of the items on the
cortical surface in millimeters. The quartile average
curves in Fig. 7 are labeled by this average spacing
value. The sensitivity curves in Fig. 7, especially the
quartile groups representing the lowest local densities
(greatest stimulus spacing), are reasonably flat, espe-
cially when compared to the sensitivity curves differen-
tiated by array set size or local visual field density, e.g.
Figs. 3, 4 and 6. The results across conditions are
consistent and indicate that for a target to be reliably
detected it must be some critical cortical distance from
other objects. In addition, the dualcolor experimental
data summarized in Figs. 5F and 7C indicate that the
critical distance has the same value across experiments
when measured with respect to task relevant stimuli.
In general the data curves in Fig. 7 are more variable
than in previous figures. Data points at the extremes of
the individual curves may have increased variability due
to a small number of observations. However for the
most part the data points are averages of a few hundred
measurements, the same as in previous figures. The
curves portraying the highest local densities (smallest
Fig. 7. Sensitivity as a function of local density of the cortical representation of stimuli. Measurements of the stimulus density surrounding the
target in items:deg2 were converted to items:mm2 by using the macaque cortical magnification factor. Density measurements were grouped in
quartiles and the sensitivity curves were calculated for each group. The sensitivity curves are labeled with the distance in mm representing the
cortical separation of stimuli. The probability of detection appears to be relatively constant across eccentricities for a given cortical density.
Monocolor T’s and L’s search data for monkey subjects C and L. Dualcolor search data based on color relevant stimuli for subject L.
Comparisons can be made with Fig. 5.
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cortical spacing) lack representation in Fig. 7 for target
locations near the fixation point because even our dens-
est arrays were not dense enough to generate data
points within the high cortical magnification areas near
the fovea. In addition the flatness of the high density
curves is likely to be partly a floor effect of perfor-
mance. Finally, a part of the rise in detection probabil-
ity for each curve near fixation is likely to be due to
chance discovery of the target. Chance discovery peaks
around 6° from fixation in displays of this size and type
(Motter & Holsapple, 1999).
4. Discussion
What makes a target noticeable? This simple ques-
tion is central to our understanding of visual search.
Many studies of search have focused on the relation-
ship between the similarity of objects in the scene and
search speed, using variations in the number of objects
in the scene to index the processing requirements (Dun-
can & Humphreys, 1989; Treisman, 1991; Wolfe, 1994).
We have concentrated on the relationship between the
density of objects and the probability of detecting the
target. We previously reported that the probability of
target detection falls off as a function of target eccen-
tricity from fixation and as a function of increasing
stimulus density. We described this relationship as a
zone surrounding the point of fixation within which
items can be discovered (Motter & Belky, 1998a; Mot-
ter & Holsapple, 1999). In the current report we have
turned the issue around a bit and demonstrated that the
area within which targets are discovered is actually a
function of the density of items around the target itself.
We have further demonstrated that in order for objects
to be identified, some minimal distance must separate
their representations in visual cortex. Therefore, be-
cause cortical magnification falls off as a function of
eccentricity, the density of items around the target
determines how close to the point of fixation the target
must be before it can be identified. This simple principle
accounts for both the array set size and the eccentricity
effects that constrain target detection during active
visual search.
4.1. Cortical magnification, color selection, and zoom
A relationship between visual performance and the
mapping of visual space onto the cortex has been
established in many previous studies (see Kitterle,
1986). A widely cited result is the demonstration that
the well known fall in visual acuity with eccentricity can
be compensated or nulled by changing the size of the
stimulus in accordance with the cortical magnification
factor (Virsu & Rovamo, 1979). The underlying princi-
ple states that detection is dependent upon the areal
representation of the stimulus in cortex; thus if stimuli
at different eccentricities are equated for their cortical
image size they will be equally detectable. This manipu-
lation works well for isolated objects; however, the
areal mapping of visual space embodied in the cortical
magnification factor affects the density of object repre-
sentation as well as object size. The changes in acuity
threshold of isolated objects as a function of eccentric-
ity are, in fact, small compared to changes in spatial
interactions as a function of eccentricity (Bouma, 1970;
Levi, Klein & Aitsebaomo, 1985; Toet & Levi, 1992).
The basic constraints of the spatial interactions appear
to be passively laid down by the cortical magnification
factor.
Of equal importance, is the observation that the local
density is determined by the set of relevant stimuli
(Figs. 4 and 6). The use of color selection by the
monkeys (and humans, unpublished observations) ef-
fectively reduces the display to an array of color rele-
vant objects. In a manner similar to other
considerations of grouping (Egeth et al., 1984; Treis-
man, 1991; Wolfe, 1994), the ability of color selective
attention to manipulate the effective array set size
potentially reduces the burden of item by item search
from an array of countless items to a small handful.
But of greater importance, is the fact that the cortical
separation needed to achieve a certain level of perfor-
mance can be limited to a particular subset of colored
items, thus ignoring intermediately placed items of an
irrelevant color. Lateral masking studies have also
noted that the masking effectiveness of flankers is re-
duced when they differ from the target in color (Harms
& Bundesen, 1983; Humphreys, 1981). Using the argu-
ments presented by Palmer, Ames and Lindsey (1993),
the relevant set size manipulation provides the strongest
evidence of a voluntary attentional control over the
lateral sensory interactions underlying the density
effects.
The detection sensitivity curves describe an area
within which focal attentive processing, defined here
simply by the correct identification of objects, occurs.
Previously we described the zone of focal attentive
processing as being zoomed by the array density, imply-
ing an unknown active process that senses the ‘density
state’ and adjusts for it (Motter & Belky, 1998a). Now,
recognizing the significance of the stimulus density in
the region of the cortical representation of the target, it
is clear that the spatial limits of focal attention are a
passive consequence of cortical magnification. However
selective attention to a particular feature can resemble a
zoom process, not by gating locations in space but by
defining relevant subsets of stimuli, thus altering the
effective stimulus density. We are intrigued by the idea
that active manipulation of this feature selection pro-
cess during maintained fixations might be the mecha-
nism that we otherwise characterize as covert shifting of
attention.
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4.2. Search gradients
Within the context of active search, capacity limits
appear to be set by the spacing and intensity of relevant
object representations in visual cortex. We suggest that
this involves two discriminative gradients, one that
differentiates relevant from irrelevant stimuli and a
second that defines the cortical separation necessary for
discriminative identification of the objects. The dual-
color T’s and L’s experiments demonstrate a top-down
control for relevancy based on the selective processing
of a stimulus feature. Here, the red versus green color
pairing provided a sharp differentiation on the rele-
vancy gradient. If the target differs from all distractors
along a dimension that forms a steep relevancy gradi-
ent, then the target can be effectively isolated; it pop-
sout. If the target and some distractors can be
differentiated on the basis of the relevancy gradient,
then the target’s identification within the remaining
pool of objects is constrained by the cortical separation
of the remaining objects. Sharp differentiations in the
neural activity associated with color relevant stimuli
have been observed to occur in parallel across the
visual field at the level of extrastriate cortex (Motter,
1994).
The cortical separation necessary for target detection
was the same in the monocolor and dualcolor T’s and
L’s experiments (Fig. 5F). The fact that the necessary
cortical separation did not change for the dualcolor
experiment suggests that it is set by the size of a
processing unit in cortex, essentially a bottom-up sys-
tem. Although the separations may not be different,
clearly the activation levels of these processing units,
and thus the gradients between units, might vary in
proportion to the intrinsic salience (intensity) of the
stimuli they represent. If the top-down relevancy gradi-
ent interacts as a multiplicative gain on the processing
units then selective attention and stimulus salience can
be combined into a single gradient that is constrained
by the single issue of separation or cortical density. The
cortical separations necessary for discrimination of dif-
ferent sets of objects may vary, as lateral masking
studies have indicated that different stimulus features
interact over different cortical distances (Levi et al.,
1985). Certainly the size of objects will impact on this
distance. Other models of search that concentrate on
stimulus discriminability (e.g. Verghese & Nakayama,
1994) measure the combined effect of the two gradients.
Such measurements can yield varying set size effects
depending on the effectiveness of the relevancy gradi-
ent. When a steep relevancy gradient (e.g. color or large
differences in spatial frequency) distinguishes a target
from all but a few distractors, array size effects should
be small. Capacity limits must be defined in relation to
the relevant set size (Palmer et al., 1993). Determining
the relevant set size is not easy if the relevancy gradient
is not steep.
4.3. Collapse of the sensiti6ity cur6es when scaled by
ANND units requires the cortical magnification factor
to be linear
The collapse of the sensitivity curves when plotted in
terms of cortical density (or ANND units) suggests that
sensitivity automatically follows directly from the ‘pri-
macy’ of lateral interactions. Does the collapse place
any constraints on the scaling factors needed to explain
this result? The simple derivation of Fig. 5 from the
collapsed curves shown in Figs 3B, 4B and D demon-
strate that the inverse cortical magnification factor is an
appropriate scaling factor that will result in an ANND
scaling collapse. Others have argued that the inverse
cortical magnification function is most reasonably de-
scribed as a linear function (Levi et al., 1985; Van
Essen, Newsome & Maunsell, 1984). The question we
pose is whether the observed collapse of the sensitivity
curves in ANND units requires the inverse cortical
magnification factor to be a linear function.
Let’s begin with the assumption that the likelihood of
target detection is given by the value of a ‘parent’
function P(x) where x is the density of items at the
target location in cortical space (V1). Notice that the
value of the argument x depends on both the array
density and the location of the target in visual space
(retinal eccentricity, r). The same value of x, however,
is realized by arrays of different density at different
eccentricities. The probability of target detection is
given then by:
P(x)P(r [r ]F2[r ]) (1)
where r [r ] is the density of items in retinal coordinates
(items:min2), F [r ] is the value of inverse cortical mag-
nification (min:mm) and r is the target eccentricity in
retinal coordinates (min). For search arrays of the type
used in our experiments, r [r ] is everywhere equal to
N:A where N is the number of total items in the array
and A in the display area. Target eccentricity, r, may be
re-expressed as the number of nearest neighbor distance
units, m, of the average nearest neighbor distance (r*)
by:
rmr* (2)
r* is related to the array size N through the density
definition in Fig. 5 by:
r*
(2A:pN)k: 
N (3)
where k equals 
(2A:p). Combining Eqs. (1)–(3) we
can generate the probability of target detection as a
function of the two variables array size, N, and target
eccentricity in ANND units, m :
P(N, m)P({N:A} · F2{mk:
N}) (4)
Eq. (4) summarizes the entire family of detection curves
parameterized by the display size N (and density N:A)
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as they appear when plotted in ANND units. Note that
collapse of detection curves in ANND units (that is, the
same value of P for all N given a fixed value of
eccentricity in nearest neighbor units m) is equivalent to
the condition:
#P:#N0 (5)
Applying the chain rule of differentiation yields:
#P:#N (#P:#x) · (#x:#N)0 (6)
Taking the derivative of x (the argument of P in Eq.
(4)) with respect to N and recalling the definition of r*
one obtains after substitution:
#P:#N (#P:#x) · {dF:dr · F(r) · rF2(r)}0
(7)
where dF:dr is the derivative of the inverse magnifica-
tion function. Eq. (7) implies that P(N, m) does not
vary with N for a fixed value of m (hence collapse in
ANND units) if and only if #P:#x0 and:or the
inverse cortical magnification function satisfies the fol-
lowing ordinary differential equation:
r · (dF:dr)F(r)0 (8)
Note that experimentally #P:#x"0. That is, detection
probability is not independent of cortical density.
Therefore, in order that the sensitivity curves collapse
when expressed in ANND units, the inverse cortical
magnification function must satisfy Eq. (8), which then
assures that #P:#N0. Eq. (8) has solutions given by:
F(r)C · r (9)
where C is a constant. Therefore, because the sensitivity
curves collapse when scaled in ANND units, the inverse
cortical magnification function must approximate a
simple linear function of the form F(r)C · r.
We conclude from the above analysis that the col-
lapse of the target detection sensitivity curves across
array sizes in nearest neighbor distance units is a conse-
quence of the dependence of performance on the local
density of items in cortical space and the approximate
linearity of the inverse cortical magnification function.
No additional assumptions are necessary. Furthermore,
the function that characterizes the influence of neigh-
borhood density on target discovery has no explicit
dependence on eccentricity. This implies that perfor-
mance is invariant under simple translations of the
configuration of stimuli as they appear in cortical (V1)
space.
Finally let us further consider the fact that when
selective attention to color defines a subset of relevant
stimuli, the scaling factor that continues to collapse the
sensitivity curves is the scaling factor for V1. Does this
imply that selective attention must be active at the level
of V1? Not necessarily. However, it does imply that
with respect to density (magnification), the system as a
whole has at most a simple gain between V1 and
wherever color selective attention occurs.
4.4. Relationship to pre6ious search studies using
cortical scaling
The cortical magnification factor has previously been
used in visual search studies (Carrasco & Frieder, 1997)
using maintained fixation to control for changes in
detectability due to stimulus eccentricity. In an earlier
set of studies Carrasco, Evert, Chang and Katz (1995)
had demonstrated a correlation between target eccen-
tricity and search detection reaction time. In Carrasco
and Frieder (1997) the principle concern was to control
for detection reaction time differences attributable to
changes in the cortical image size related to target
eccentricity. Therefore the experimental manipulation
was to scale stimulus size according to the cortical
magnification factor. This manipulation abolished reac-
tion time differences as a function of eccentricity and
set size differences for their ‘feature’ search condition,
and effectively abolished reaction time differences asso-
ciated with eccentricity in their ‘conjunction’ search
condition. After differential magnification, however,
clear reaction time differences as a function of set size
remained for their conjunction condition. We suggest
that the remaining set size effect in the Carrasco and
Frieder (1997) data results from the stimulus density
effects that should have in fact been compounded by
the enlargement of peripheral stimuli without concomi-
tant increases in interstimulus spacing. We also suggest
that the abolition of reaction time differences in their
feature search condition is related to our finding that
density can be defined in terms of the set of attentively
relevant stimuli. Previously we have shown that ‘fea-
ture’ search conditions, including orientation differ-
ences, generate sensitivity curves that are not
differentiated by set size and appear to be equivalent to
an array with a set size of one (see Fig. 8b of Motter &
Belky, 1998a). It seems reasonable to explain both the
Carrasco and Frieder (1997) feature data and our previ-
ous feature search data by proposing that attentive
selection reduces the relevant set of stimuli to one item.
Thus in the Carrasco and Frieder (1997) feature search
data, the only issue is stimulus size (not density), and in
our feature search data (Motter & Belky, 1998a) all
arrays are effectively equal to an array of one item. In
the present study the stimulus magnification issue is
small relative to the density issue (Toet & Levi, 1992)
and buried in the variability of the overlapping curves
in the figures. Of course this hypothesis needs to be
tested.
Wolfe, O’Neill and Bennet (1998) have suggested that
eccentricity effects are related to the manner in which
attention is allocated to objects in the visual field. While
there are many potential differences between the active
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visual search paradigm that we employ and covert
visual search paradigms, to the extent that both
paradigms sample information from across the visual
field, it is hard to see why our analysis would not apply
to search with maintained fixation. Nevertheless, decou-
pling search strategies from eye movements might lead
to eccentricity effects that result from covert scanning
strategies. However, the experiments reported by Wolfe
et al. (1998) have alternate interpretations based on two
issues: (1) the use of the magnification factor to mag-
nify the size of stimuli without increasing the interstim-
ulus spacing; and (2) a reduced number of effective
distractors (and thus density) because of attentive selec-
tion. Magnifying stimuli without increasing spacing
effectively increases the density of their representations;
thus the intended result of applying the cortical mag-
nification factor — equating stimulus image representa-
tion — can be defeated by the increased density factor.
The lack of cortical magnification effectiveness in the
controls run by Wolfe et al. (1998) may have resulted
from the confounding with increased effective density.
Another factor that needs be considered is the use of
consistently mapped targets (Schneider & Shiffrin,
1977) in the Wolfe et al. (1998) paradigms. Consistent
mapping draws targets and distractors from separate
stimulus pools, varied mapping draws all stimuli from
the same pool. We have found that the sensitivity
curves for consistently mapped targets are far broader
than those for varied mapped targets (Motter & Belky,
1996). This result suggests that the spatial interactions
between stimuli are altered by a consistent mapping
experience or that some process akin to selective atten-
tion to color is capable of redefining the set of relevant
stimuli upon which spatial interactions are based.
Broader sensitivity curves may have simply included the
high and low density conditions set by the four stimuli
used in the Wolfe et al. (1998) study.
5. Summary
Many current models of visual search concentrate on
issues related to the similarity of stimuli in the scene
and often do not address the issue of stimulus density.
In part this treatment may be due to the view that
stimulus density does not change during covert shifts of
attention. In counterpoint the measurement of visual
performance in terms of the eye movements of active
visual search has lead us to examine the relation be-
tween stimulus density and target detection. In this
report we have demonstrated that stimulus density, as
defined in the cortical representation of relevant stimuli,
determines target detectability as a function of eccen-
tricity. Lateral interaction and crowding effects
(Bouma, 1970; Wolford & Chambers, 1984; Levi et al.,
1985; Toet & Levi, 1992) appear to be the prime
determinants of target detection in these studies. By
knowing the probability of target detection as a func-
tion of eccentricity and assuming a random walk
through relevant stimuli, we have been able to account
completely for search rate performance (Motter & Hol-
sapple, 1999). In this report we have demonstrated that
attentive selection for color effectively redefines the
density of the scene in terms of the color relevant
stimuli. Parallel attentive selection for color, acting
within the passive constraint of cortical magnification,
sets the spatial framework for the focal attentive detec-
tion of the target. The capacity for attentive selection to
alter effective stimulus density suggests that during
maintained fixation the set of relevant stimuli may
change as different selections of stimulus features are
employed. Such a strategy may be useful in guiding
covert shifts of focal attention during maintained fixa-
tion, and thus, the role of stimulus density in the
modeling of covert shifts of attention may have been
underestimated.
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